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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CAMCORP TO SHOWCASE EQUIPMENT AT IBIE September 8-11, 2019
Lenexa, Kansas, August 6, 2019 --- CAMCORP designs a wide range of pneumatic conveying and bulk
material handling systems to automate manual processes in the baking and snack foods industries. As
International Baking Industry Exposition (IBIE) exhibitors in Las Vegas, NV, they will showcase pneumatic
conveying solutions for applications where automation of dry bulk ingredients provides a high level of
repeatability and accuracy.
“CAMCORP customers appreciate our comprehensive know how in all areas of dry bulk material handling
systems,” says Tom Leach, Pneumatic Conveying Sales Manager. “Our solutions include vacuum
and pressure pneumatic conveying systems, minor ingredient automation, dust collection, and
dehumidification systems.”
In addition to sharing their pneumatic conveying engineering experience, experts will also be available at
booth #3330 to discuss other CAMCORP solutions such as dust collection. Few companies can provide dust
collection and pneumatic conveying integrated together to improve production efficiency, provide quality
control, and reduce labor costs. Attendees that stop by CAMCORP booth #3330 will be able to see inside a
stainless-steel filter receiver commonly found in bakery applications. After opening the door to look inside,
attendees can see bag and cartridge configurations and how the filter receiver is designed, installed, and
ready for operation.
CAMCORP will be debuting a pneumatic conveying animation that will take attendees through a typical
bakery application while showcasing CAMCORP design capabilities. “This animation is going to show that
CAMCORP is a systems company capable of solving a wide array of baking processing applications,” says
Leach.
CAMCORP is one of 64 selected companies that will showcase ingredients, equipment, packaging or safety
products never before seen at IBIE. The company will be showcasing a Sugar Convey System that prevents
melting or clumping sugar that could potentially cause downstream concerns. A project profile will be
available at the booth for attendees to learn more about this process.
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CAMCORP designs the ideal environment for pressure transfer of bulk ingredients such as flour, sugar, or any
dry bulk ingredient. With nearly three centuries of combined experience, CAMCORP experts have tackled
every application and realize there isn’t a one-size solution fits all.
###

About IBIE
As the global grain-based food industry’s largest, most important trade event in the Western Hemisphere, IBIE
spans the complete spectrum of companies, people, and ideas. Every three years, everyone who has a role
in the industry comes together at this powerful event to conduct face-to-face meetings, experience the newest
innovations, participate in cutting-edge conference sessions and demos, and build relationships at high-level
networking events. This unique community gathering offers extensive business development opportunities, by
presenting the broadest array of solutions to support each individual segment and creating worldly
connections to grow operations at every size.

About CAMCORP
CAMCORP dust collection and bulk material handling solutions can be standard or modified to fit any
application. With nearly three centuries of combined experience, our experts have tackled every application
and realize there isn’t a one size solution fits all. Passionate, hard-working employees and in-house
manufacturing experts take pride in and stand by their work. Not only do we design, build, and support
reliable air pollution control and bulk material handling equipment, we also build trust in all that we do. Air
filtration and pneumatic conveying needs are ever-changing. At CAMCORP, we promise to continue to find
new, affordable solutions for your clean air and bulk material handling challenges. CAMCORP becoming a
member of the Scheuch Group is just one way to honor that promise. North American customers have local
access to highly-respected European air pollution control and bulk material handling system technology.
Keeping the air clean and bulk material handling efficient is no small task. It takes collaboration and team
work. You can trust CAMCORP and Scheuch to be your partners in supporting a clean-air environment.
To learn more visit https://www.camcorpinc.com/ for more information.
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